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Mobile Web Access, Apps on the Rise, per eMarketer
June 10, 2009

-By Adweek Staff

NEW YORK Applications of every sort have become ubiquitous in the mobile space. 

On the heels of Apple's success with the App Store, unveiled in July 2008, other device manufacturers and
operating system providers, including BlackBerry and the Android platform championed by Google, opened
their own virtual storefronts. Still others are readying for launch later this year, all hoping to take a bite out of
Apple.

eMarketer projects that mobile Internet access, through either traditional browsers or installed applications,
will see significant gains over the next five years, reaching 134.3 million mobile Internet users in 2013.

For many marketers, mobile applications constitute an increasingly necessary avenue for reaching and
engaging with their customers, whether by building a proprietary application or sponsoring a third-party effort.

In both cases, the essential challenge remains: to understand consumer behavior and craft experiences that
resonate with a target audience and integrate with other channels.
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Poll: Majority Favor Action
to Limit Exec Pay
June 23, 2009

In a telltale sign of anti-corporate
populist sentiment, a majority of
respondents to a Gallup survey said

they favor federal action to limit the pay of executives at
major companies. Read Full Article
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TiVo, Quantcast Prep
Blended TV-Web
Audience Data
June 23, 2009

TiVo has inked a partnership
with the upstart Web analytics

firm Quantcast to begin offering advertisers audience
data that blends TV viewing and Web surfing. This
would provide buyers with a means to evaluate cross-
media campaigns from a single source. Read Full
Article
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Investing in the Cloud

—By Bob Greenberg

Another year, another Cannes -
- a smaller, quieter version.
The twin forces of global
recession and massive
technological changes are

forcing the ad industry’s most celebrated festival to
change -- just like the agencies and clients that attend
it.

Read Full Article  
More Bob Greenberg

Spanning the Irrational Divide

—By Robert  J. Morais

Stacks of marketing books,
articles and presentations
expound on the necessity for
advertising to appeal to both
consumers’ minds and hearts.

Read Full Article  
More Guest Columnists
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